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Editor’s Notes…

Challenging times, eh? Working at home for those
of us who are freelance writers, is something we are quite
familiar with on a regular basis - it’s that world outside
our office window that’s gotten crazier!
This issue features several well-crafted articles by
several of our members - each worthy of a focused and
contemplated read beyond just the words printed on the
page.
I’ve introduced a column snippet that I hope
catches on - “Those Were The Days…” - snapshots from
our member’s youth - a glimpse back at our childhood
days when those seeds that lured us outdoors were first
planted. Perhaps inspired by both Ken and Brandon’s articles, you will look back upon your own impressionable
and inspirational early years and share a photo with fellow members.
Craft Improvements Chairman, Dave Barus and I
continue to find tidbits of helpful information - now presented as fillers throughout the newsletter as small blocks
of hopefully helpful information to offer tools and techniques to help make you all an even better outdoor communicator.
I truly appreciate all the support that goes into
providing content to make our AGLOW newsletter possible. Thank you to all our contributors to this issue, and to
those who are working on submissions for future editions.
I want to remind all our corporate sponsors, too, that new
product/service information is always sought for our updated newsletter BETWEEN the HORIZONS that is published and e-mailed on the 7th and 21st of each month.
You can always reach me and share your ideas,
comments and skills at tom@tomwatsonwrites.com.
Stay healthy!
—Tom Watson/Horizons Editor
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From the Board President - Tim Lesmeister

AGLOW In This Time of
Need
The Association of
Great Lakes Outdoor Writers
Board of Directors and the
Executive Committee had
their mid-winter board meeting recently and the following
is the President’s Message
that was part of the Committee Reports. I believe it is a
message that should be shared
with all of the members and I
hope that you will take up the
challenges I have specified in
that report.
President’s Report:
As I write this I am
hunkered down at my place
on Madeline Island trying to
dodge the virus that has the
entire world in a state of confusion. I realize that outdoor
communicators are more important than ever to the situation we face. Through our stories we can keep the masses
entertained with content that
is fun to read, that takes people’s minds off the problems
we are facing and lifts the
spirits of those that find comfort and entertainment in the
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great outdoors. The path of
AGLOW as we wander
through these trying times is
going to be one where we
maintain our position as the
organization that has its finger
on the pulse of the future
while supporting our members
who continue to utilize traditional forms of communication.
I believe we will face
some important issues in the
near future as we navigate
theses turbulent times. One is
maintaining our solid base of
corporate members due to the
cuts in budgets from the lack
of spending. It’s very important at this time to let them
know we are now the best
promotional vehicle they have
to keep the cash window
open. Our members are now
going to be able to provide the
resources that will keep their
boat floating and we will have
to step up with our newsletter
and communications to members to let them know we expect them to go the extra mile
to support our corporate
members at this time.
We also need to direct
our membership to all the potential ways they can get their
word out. These are times
when the individuals who are

thinking of ways to be strategic and prosper under these
difficult situations will be the
best equipped to capitalize on
the good times when they return. We are often described
as a big family and it is times
like these when families take
care of one another. Let us not
hesitate to provide our active
membership with whatever
tools are necessary to help
them stay strong.
At our conference we
often talk about the importance of sharing posts on social media. I believe now it’s
more important than ever to
get on Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter and join the pages
of our Convention and Visitors Bureaus members and
share, share, share. The travel
industry is going to be very
hard hit so we must deliver for
this group. The best way to do
that is let them know we are
communicating their message
to all who follow us.
AGLOW is the best
outdoor communicators resource in the world. We will
stay strong during these tough
times and we will do that because of the strength of our
membership and what they are
capable of.
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“…a beacon of positivity.”
The events of the past few weeks certainly have been strange and trying at times. This virus,
more specifically our reaction to it, has affected every state, county, industry and business, right down
to each individual person. No one has remained untouched. People are starved for information about
it and there seems to be equal amounts of fact and misinformation.
Today, information is expected to be passed at the speed of light, which leaves little or no time
for good old investigative journalism and an editors’ oversight to separate fact from opinion or downright fiction. There is no doubt that most of our society now chooses to get its news from various social media platforms. Some of it is good information, some is no different than the graffiti spray
painted on passing train cars. Armchair quarterbacks, self proclaimed experts and doomsday soothsayers all share the same platforms as legitimate news sources and all play a part in shaping the perceived reality that we all live in.
This is our opportunity as outdoor communicators to be a beacon of positivity. The outdoors
has been therapeutic for all of us in trying to cope with the stresses of our world. Now is the time to
pass on that therapy by sharing your photos and stories from your trips afield. Let them be a reminder
of the good times had and the good times yet to come. Exciting, happy, adventurous memories to
spark planning for more of the same in the near future.
Leave the political, health and general doom of society as we know it to others. Trust me, they
will create more than enough for all of us.
Due to the current travel restrictions and closure of many tourism related businesses the three
writers camps that were in the works have been postponed until later in the year (dates to be determined). Planning for the annual conference in Gaylord, Michigan in September is moving forward.
Tim Lesmeister, Paul Beachnau and I have had several conversations regarding the conference and at
this point we fully expect that it will go on as scheduled.
Stay tuned, stay positive and stay healthy!

2020 AGLOW Board of Directors 2020 Chairman
2020 President
2020 Vice President
2020Treasurer
2020 Secretary
Executive Director
2020 BOD
2020 BOD
2021 BOD
2021 BOD
2022 BOD
2022 BOD
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Josh Lantz / josh@traditionsmedia.com
Tim Lesmeister / timlesmeister@gmail.com
Ken Perrotte / kmunicate@gmail.com,
Hannah Stonehouse Hudson / hannah@stonehousephoto.com
Chris Sebastian / csebastian@ducks.org
Mark Smith / aglowoutdoors@gmail.com
Mark Strand / strandoutdoors@mac.com
Gary N-ski / garynski@frontier.com
Mike Schoonveld / mike@bronature.com
Joshua Huff / joshanddutch@gmail.com
Barb Carey / icefishher@gmail.com
Joe Henry / joe.henry@lakeofthewoodsmn.com
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The Little Podcast That Could!
Barb Carey

The Woman Angler and Adventurer pulled
off a huge underdog win in the 2020 Outdoor Media
Summit Awards. Barb Carey and Angie Scott, hosts
of the popular podcast, The Woman Angler and Adventurer, recently won the People’s Choice Podcas
of 2019.
With well over 100 episodes already released, 2019 was a banner year as the podcast
(sweeping all three of the 2019 AGLOW Podcast
categories, winning first place in Hunting, Fishing
and Open categories).
In addition, the show won two awards from
the Tennessee Outdoor Writers Association Excellence in Craft awards. It was also the #1 downloaded
podcast on the Waypoint TV app in 2019!
The outdoor industry has been changing
faster than a speeding bullet and much of the energy
behind the movement is social media and women. A
clear example is the popular media summit, outdoormediasummit.com, where podcasters, v-loggers, social influencers, photographers, videographers, and some print editors gather for a conference.
The recent People’s Choice contest held on
Facebook was full of entries from female content
creators. The Woman Angler and Adventurer Podcast
was competing against 100 other podcasts and it
came down to the wire against the popular Girl
Camper Podcast. Girl Camper has over 12K likes on
Facebook compared to 2.4K for the Woman Angler
and Adventurer which shows the power of the micro
influencer. The podcast encompasses a wide geographical area and features both fresh and saltwater
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content. It features a new podcast episode every
Tuesday, a popular 5 minute Friday video, and a
weekly newsletter.
Other factors that became evident was the
support anglers give each other, both male and female. The 2020 tag line of the National Professional
Anglers Association ( NPAA) , “Driven by Passion”,
extends far beyond the “Pros” and carries over into
everyday anglers that share a passion for the sport.
There is a feeling of community between those that
share the love of fishing and the outdoors experience, and it is stronger than ever.
Other winners from the People's Choice
awards were: People’s Choice Outdoor Vlog of
2019: Cody Townsend & The Fifty Project (@the.fifty.project); People’s Choice Social Handle:
Women Anglers of Minnesota (@womenanglersofminnesota); (Another Women’s fishing club
places second, @wiwomenfish);
People’s Choice Outdoor Publication: Out There
Colorado (Outhere Colorado).
The podcast can be listened to and downloaded directly from the website (thewomanangler.com) as well as subscribed and listened to on
most podcast platforms; such as Apple Podcasts,
Google Podcasts, IHeart Radio and Spotify. The
show is among the 1st to be featured on Pandora's
new podcast platform, currently only available via
the Pandora app.
For more information: Angie Scott /
angie@thewomanangler.com
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Building A Custom Fishing Rod

Building a custom fishing rod is much easier and more
affordable than many fishermen
think! First decide whether a
casting or spinning rod will be
made. I chose to have a custom
spinning rod built, and enjoyed
interviewing and watching Tom
Marks, Custom Rod Builder
build my fishing rod.
STEPS IN ROD BUILDING:
1. Select the rod blank and
components: “First, I start to
build the spline of the rod blank,
and mark the spline with a china
marker. The spline is the backbone of the rod. The spline is
located where the rod bends and
is the backbone of the rod.
When building a spinning rod, the spline is marked on
top of the blank where the guides
will be placed. On a casting rod
the spline and guides are placed
on the bottom of the rod blank.
The backbone allows the guides
to be aligned properly. This improves the performance of the
rod, ensuring straighter casts,”
stated Marks.
“There’s nothing like catching a
fish with a Custom-Made Rod,”
added Marks.
HORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

2. The components need to be
prepared including reaming the
grip out to fit the rod blank,
whether its cork or carbon fiber
before applying epoxy glue. The
rod blank is then measured to
determine the locations for the
grip, seat, and guides.
3. The grip or handle of the
rod is dry fitted by aligning the
reel seat with the spline.
4. The guides are chosen depending on whether a spinning or
casting rod is made. The guides
must be aligned and straight on
the blank. Marks uses the recommended placement of guides
from Mud Hole, a supplier of rod
building kits.
5. The guides are placed and
held in position with rubber
bands cut from silicone tubing,
or masking tape placed on the
blank. It is important that all
guides are in a straight line. The
top side of the guide foot is
sanded allowing a smooth transition for winding the thread on
the foot.
6. A light coat of epoxy glue is
placed on the thread wrap and
cured for 24 hours. Often Marks

put 2 or 3 coats of epoxy glue on
the thread wraps.
7. The tip-top is then glued
with hot melted glue. “The rod is
now complete and decorative
items can be added including
wraps, marbling, decals or rattle
snake skin,” added Marks. The
reasons the custom rods are better than those purchased off the
rack is because the rod is crafted
to your specifications, color,
highlights, and preferences. Following the best blanks of a production run, the specs are reset
and fine-tuned for building custom rods. Extra care is taken in
the building process. Fine art
work can also be added,” concluded Marks.
Other advantages of a
custom rod include accuracy in
casting, sensitivity, performance,
weight and enjoyment.
A wide variety of options are available when designing a custom rod; I selected rattle
snake skin handle for my custom
rod.
“I use a guide placement
chart available from Mud Hole, a
distributor of rod building kits.
A power winder is used to wind
the thread on each guide. Every-
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thing needed to build a custom
fishing rod is available in the
Mud Hole Catalogue including
fishing rod kits, rod blanks,
guides, handles, decals and art
work,” says Marks, and adds, “It
takes from 6-7 hours to build a
custom rod.”
Discovering a new hobby is an added benefit for the
fisherman who wishes to expand
his knowledge of fishing and
gain a new appreciation of the
various learning opportunities
that a sport can offer. Prices of
finished custom fishing rods
range from $50 and upward depending on the quality of the rod
blank, guides, and personalized
art work.
Turn key rod kits can
also be purchased from Mud
Hole.
Marks receives satisfaction from designing and making
custom rods for customers. “I
like to see everyone happy” with
the finished custom rod. It’s all
about what “they’ve been dreaming about,” he says. Marks also
places the owner’s name on the
rod at their request to personalize
and put the finishing touches on
the fishing rod.

I followed these steps as Tom
Marks built a custom rod for
Dave Barus - and asked why
Barus had a custom rod built?
“I already have 80-90
rods, but there’s always the need
for one more rod. I’m a custom
rod builder myself. As I looked
over the finished rod, I couldn’t
find a mistake anywhere. The
guides were placed on the correct
side of the rod and aligned on the

spline to provide strength to the
rod. A custom cork handle was
added, one that a sportsman will
never find in a store.”
“Wow, the craftsmanship on the rod was impeccable,”
concluded Barus.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.mudhole ; Request a
catalogue:1-866-790-7637

A man’s wife asks him to go to the store to buy some cigarettes, so he walks down only to
find it closed. He decides to go into a nearby bar to use the vending machine.
At the bar he sees a beautiful woman and starts talking to her. They have a couple of beers
and one thing leads to another and they end up in her apartment.
After they’ve had their fun, he realizes its 3 a.m. and says, “Oh no, my wife’s going to kill
me!” Outside he tromps through some mud and grass and then proceeds home.
His wife, fuming mad, is waiting for him in the doorway. “Where the
heck have you been?!?!”
“Sorry, honey, it’s like this. I went to the store like you asked, but they
were closed. So I went to the bar to use the vending machine. I saw this
great-looking chick there and we had a few drinks and one thing led to another and I ended up in bed with her.”
Seeing that his shoes are covered in mud and grass, she shouts:
“You lying, no good son-of-a-B, You’ve been fishing again!!!
- Thanks to Anthony Larson

HORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O
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Does Your Boat Trailer Need To Be Insured?
A tree came crashing down on these boats and their trailers. Which insurance policy – auto, home or
boat – will cover damage repairs or replacement of the trailers?
To tow a recreational boat around the
Great Lakes, the law
says your tow vehicle
must be insured. While
recreational boat insurance is not required
(unless there’s a boat
loan), almost half of
the country’s approximately 12 million registered recreational
boats are insured, according to Boat Owners Association of The
United States
(BoatUS).
However, what about the
last insurance consideration for
your rig – your boat’s trailer? If
you choose to insure it, what
does a wise boat trailer owner
need to know when purchasing?
“When compared to other types of insurance, the big
difference with boat trailer insurance coverage becomes very
clear when you have to file a
claim,” said BoatUS Vice
“That’s because it will
depend on how,
and what type, of damage occurred that determines which
insurance coverage – auto, home
owners or boat policy – that will
pay the claim. So the boat trailer
insurance question really requires you to look at coverages
offered under all three of these
insurance policies.”
Croft gives some examples. “Let’s say you’re driving to
the lake with boat and trailer in
tow and the trailer is damaged in
an accident on the road. It’s theseparate trailer coverage provided by your boat’s insurance poliHORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

cy that will pay for repairs or
replacement of the trailer.”
“Let’s say you have the
same accident, but this time your
trailer damages property or injures someone – you backed up
into fence or stone wall, or the
trailer strikes someone standing
le of a busy launch ramp parking
lot. In these cases it’s your auto
insurance policy’s liability coverage that would pay for damages to other property, vehicles
or any medical claims.” Trailer
coverage in your boat’s insurance policy would again take
care of repairs to the trailer.
What happens if while
parked in your driveway, a tree
falls on your trailer? “There are
two possible answers here,” says
Croft. “It could be the trailer
coverage in your boat’s insurance policy that will compensate
you, or you may also be able to
make a claim on your homeowner’s policy.
However, if a trailer is
damaged or stolen when stored at
a marina or other storage loca-

tion, the separate
trailer coverage in
the boat’s insurance policy will
compensate you.”
What this really
means, says Croft,
is that, “First, trailer boaters need to
ensure their tow
vehicle’s (auto)
insurance policy
includes liability
coverage for any
damage to others’
property while trailering. Next, they need to ask
their homeowner’s insurance
company if the trailer is covered
when stored at home. If the trailer is stored at a marina or storage
facility be sure to read the fine
print in your storage contract as
many hold these facilities harmless. Having separate trailer coverage may again take care of
this.”
Croft adds that not all
boat insurance policies automatically provide boat trailer coverage, so ask. Also find out if there
are geographic limits on where
you may trailer the boat.
If you do decide to add trailer
coverage to your boat’s insurance policy, ensure that your insurer knows the cost of the boat
and trailer separately. “Otherwise
it may be difficult to fairly compensate you for a claim,” added
Croft.
One final important consideration is roadside assistance.
No one wants to leave a disabled
boat trailer with your pride and
joy on its bunks alone on the side
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of the highway. While many auto
insurance policies offer roadside
assistance, boat trailers aren’t
likely to be included.
Consider purchasing
BoatUS Trailer Assist, which for

$14 added to any BoatUS annual
membership will tow both a boat
trailer and its disabled towing
vehicle up to 100 miles.

Scott Croft -Vice President Public
Affairs, Boat Owners Association of
The United States (BoatUS)
SCroft@BoatUS.com,

BOAT TRAILER CALLS FOR ASSISTANCE:
43%: - Requests for roadside Trailer Assist service to the BoatUS 24-hour
centers attributed to flat tires/no spare, (the number-one reason). 21% - Wheel
bearings were second; 13% - trailer axle; 10% - trailer failure and 3% tow vehicle failure.

GALCO - New for 2020:
Spare ammo carrier -

Santoprene rubber construction,
Holds up to six revolver cartridges Includes two E-Z Loader
strips.

Jak Slide 2.0 Belt Holster

Rides between belt and
pants,Hybrid Kydex/leather construction, Rigid holster body,
Open top, Forward cant, Fits
belts to 1 3/4",Available in black
or tan.
Galco Gunleather introduces a wide range of extremely popular holsters for the
new FN 503 slim 9mm pistol:
Ankle holsters: Ankle Glove™;
Ankle Lite™.Belt holsters:
Combat Master™, FLETCH™
Stinger™.Premium IWB designs: lKingTuk™ series; Scout
3.0™.Popularly-priced Carry
Lite™ IWBs: Stow-N-Go™ and
Tuck-N-Go™.Easy-to-conceal
pocket holsters: Pocket Protector™.Modern casual-carry opHORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

tions: FasTrax PAC™ waistpack
line. INFO:
Contact: Mike Barham
mikeb@galcousa.com; https://
www.galcogunleather.com/galco-new-products.html.

Bow Spider: The Ultimate
Solution for Packing Compound Bows Afield -

Bow Spider: A lightweight, roundish bow holder that
comes with a sturdy belt and
long bolts, allowing for multiple
ways to secure your bow.
The belt attaches bow to
pack, hip, truck headrest, blind,
or tree. Bow Spider can also be
attached to a binocular harness or
backpack - or mounted to any
sturdy flat surface for secure and
easy storage – even a wall.
Worn on the belt or attached via bolts to other objects,
The bow is held in place via a
gravity-locking system, yet
slides out with minimal effort.
With Bow Spider, you
can: 1) Mount on Your Hip or
you can attach it to your pack
frame waist band; 2) Mount in
Your Tree Stand; in the tree
stand, utilize the provided strap
to attach the Bow Spider to the

tree for quick access; 3) Use
onYour Pack, either temporarily
or permanently mounted; 4) Safe
Storage for Home or Travel.
I n f o r m a t i o n :
www.bowspider.com.; Contact:
Karen Lutto; karen@hunter o c . c o m ; H O C We b s i t e :
www.hunteroc.com

Hi Mountain Seasonings
New Pepperoni Sausage
Kit -

Who doesn’t love pepperoni – make it yourself with Hi
Mountain Seasonings new Pepperoni Sausage Kit.
With perfect proportions
of black pepper, paprika, garlic,
cayenne pepper, crushed red
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pepper, mustard seed and other
spices, Hi Mountain Seasonings
combined all the best ingredients
into a simple and easy recipe.
The new Pepperoni Kit
includes everything you need to
make the perfect pepperoni: seasonings, cure, citric acid, casing
and detailed, easy-to-follow instructions. Each kit will season
18 lbs. of meat. (The company
recommends 25 percent shrinkage in the drying process).
The new Pepperoni
Sausage kit will be available late
summer/early fall of 2020.
www.himtnjerky.com. Contact:
Karen Lutto / karen@hunteroc.com / www.hunteroc.com

Outdoor Edge® Introduces
A Compact Fixed Blade
Pair of Knives — the
Jaeger Pair -

Its new lightweight and
compact JaegerPair™ fixed
blade combination set weighs in

HORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

at only 8.5 oz. The 3.9-inch
drop-point skinning knife in the
JaegerPair is the true workhorse
for skinning and de-boning.
The unique blade design
allows you to sweep through the
skinning job, through the thick
layers, while the downward angle-point assists in preventing
any accidental slices through the
hide. The 3.7-inch blunt-tipped
gutting knife in the JaegerPair
cuts underneath the skin to provide a seamless, effortless cut
without piercing vital organs.
Both knives feature precisely heat-treated 420J2 rust
resistant, stainless steel, handfinished shaving sharp with excellent edge retention. The full

Tang on both knives adds to the
cutting strength and reliability
and allows for increased force
leverage with the handle if needed.
Perfectly balanced, the
knives feature blaze-orange handles with an antlered texture
molded into the rubberized TPR
handle for a comfortable fit and a
secure, non-slip grip.
Contact: Karen Lutto /
(karen@hunteroc.com);
www.hunteroc.com; www.outdooredge.com.

Galco introduces a wide
range of holsters for the
Taurus TH9 pistol:

Belt holsters including
TacSlide™; Switchback™. —
Premium IWB designs: KingTuk™ series; QuickTuk
Cloud™.-Versatile carry
options including: improved Underwraps 2.0™ belly band; CarrySafe™. Contact: Mike Barham
mikeb@galcousa.com
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Will hiring content creators help or hurt your business?

You’ve heard of ad
blockers, right? They’re the little
snippets of software that promise
to remove banner ads from web
browsers, giving you a crispy,
clean internet surfing experience.
If you are using an ad blocker,
you know that—most of the time
—they work.
In fact, ad blockers work
so well that about 25% of the
global internet population was
using them in 2019. In 2020, that
figure is expected to rise, meaning traditional forms of advertising are becoming even less effective than they already were online. So what’s a business owner
to do when ads seem to be going
to waste?
Get creative. Hire a content creator.
What is a content creator?
Content creators are individuals who can help you build
and design ads and brand content
that often breaks through the barrier of ad blockers. These days,
we often think of content creators as synonymous with Instagram influencers. However,
while social media is a huge part
of content creation and an effective way to raise brand awareness, content creators aren’t just
relegated to the ‘Gram. They can
HORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

be writers, videographers, photographers or strategists—anyone who will generally throw a
wrench in your board meeting
with an outlandish, outside-thebox idea that might just be crazy
enough to work.
Content creators are being hired to produce a staggering
variety of brand content, including but not limited to: tweets,
blogs, ads, photos, animations,
slide decks, PDFs, press releases,
print materials, infographics,
comics, web plugins, web apps,
and even physical spaces like
trade show exhibits and meeting
rooms.
They usually prefer to
work freelance. They might even
be a bit maverick. And you
should listen to them.
Will hiring a content creator
help? Surveys indicated that
70% of consumers would rather
learn about a brand from an article or video over any kind of
traditional advertising. In our
world, you’d be astonished at
how many well-known fishing
tackle brands seem to be missing
that message. But it’s a message
that really does resonate.
How many times have
you walked into a tackle store
and seen a copy of a newspaper
or web article printed out and
slapped on the wall? No, not
about fishing lures, but about the
business itself. How many times
have you seen a TripAdvisor
sticker slapped on a tackle shop’s
door? Most retailers already recognize that the images and words
resonating around the web and in
print carry a lot of weight. But
I’m not sure how many brands in
our industry realize they can create those images and those
words.
If you’re sitting around
waiting for a media outlet to no-

tice you, you’ll probably be waiting for a very long time.
On the other hand, if you
utilize a content creator to write
a press release about your next
seminar or tournament and send
that to your local media outlets,
you just might trigger a wave of
exposure. While you’re at it, you
can use those images for social
media. And you might even be
able to slap together a promotional video for the event that
you can use as a Facebook or
Instagram advertisement specifically targeted to anglers in your
area.
Can a content creator
hurt your business? There’s always the possibility that they go
rogue and lay an atomic bomb on
your brand’s social media outlets. But a creator that does that
won’t have your job or any others for very long. In most cases,
hiring a creative to bolster your
traditional marketing efforts is a
win-win.
Where can I find a content
creator?
I know. We’re talking
about content creators like
they’re some sort of elusive animal. In reality, they’re abundant.
By the end of this
decade, more than half of the
U.S. workforce is expected to be
working freelance. There are a
lot of socio-economic reasons for
that, but as of 2019, the figure
was already at 35%. In the
global business world, employers
are utilizing freelance searchand-hire websites like Upwork
and Fiverr to find qualified digital creatives.
If you’re a small business, hiring an individual freelancer could be an excellent
route for acquiring your own
content creator. Larger businesses may want to consider any of
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numerous public relations agencies already operating in the fishing industry that employ fulltime staffs of in-house creators.
But the fishing industry
doesn’t usually work like every
other industry, does it? In my

experience, potential employers
would do well to not only explore the usual outlets (like
LinkedIn), but also peruse Instagram and—perhaps more effectively—the aisles of ICAST.

(Reprinted, with permission from the
FEBRUARY 20 issue of FISHING
TACKLE RETAILER)
BUSINESS TRENDS-JOE SILLS)

https://fishingtackleretailer.com/cwr-dealer-training-andexpo-oﬀers-extensive-salestechnical-training

Imposter Syndrome
Brian Bashore
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CRAFT IMPROVEMENT
Selfie Stick - The ‘MVP’ of Making Videos
Roy Heilman

When I ordered my action camera last summer, it came
with a bundle of what I deemed
necessary accessories. It seemed
obvious to me that the head and
chest harness mounts would get
the most extensive use since I’d
be filming myself and my own
activities.
But I was wrong! The
MVP of my accessories turned
out to be an ordinary selfie stick.
That telescoping wand of
cheap metal has proven incredibly useful, and not because it’s
small, light, versatile, and quick
to deploy (all of which distinguish it from any tripod). It actually makes my videos better.
There are several reasons for
this.
First and most importantly, the floating, closeup perspective provided by a selfie
stick invites viewers in. Visually,
it mimics regular conversation in
the way we nod, glance around,
shift on our feet, etc. I believe it
enhances the illusion that the
viewer is experiencing something in person and not just
watching a presentation on a
screen. I think of this as the
“Firsthand Illusion.”
Second, it enables me to
show my surroundings while I
speak into the camera. This
HORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

seems obligatory for filming on
location, and a no-brainer when
you describe or mention anything in your surroundings. After
all, why use video if you’re not
going to provide the visual context? In order to show my background, I’ll sometimes rotate the
selfie stick, but usually rotate my
entire body slowly while addressing the camera.
Third, the gently changing perspective afforded by the
selfie stick helps avoid the jarring moment that occurs between
clips when one is rock-steady
and the next is from a moving
perspective (walking, riding,
etc.). A more seamless transition
that way avoids reminding the
viewer that they are watching,
and preserves the Firsthand Illusion.
Of course, there is a
learning curve that comes with
any tool. Here are a few things
you’ll want to consider and practice when filming with a selfie
stick:
Use a relaxed grip and
don’t try to hold it too steady.
A firm grip and determination to
hold the camera still will actually
cause more shaking than a relaxed grip and an arm that can
absorb vibrations like the bounce
in your step.
You’ll need to find the
right speaking volume. Being
that close to the camera may require toning it down a little, and
it should sound natural. Every
camera model is different, as is
every voice.
Gesturing with both
hands in one continuous clip

enhances the Firsthand Illusion. Our minds can forget
you’re holding a camera if we
see both hands. But switching
the selfie stick from one to the
other for any reason needs practice to avoid being a distraction.
Find the optimum
camera angle relative to your
upper body. A head too high or
low in the shot is distracting, as
is an extended camera arm if
seen in the frame.
When it comes to the
camera itself, some settings- if
available- will make your selfie
stick videos better. My Sony
camera’s SteadyShot setting
takes much of the vibration out,
which is invaluable for those
times I’m walking and talking.
The other most important setting
has been the lens angle. Most of
the time, the medium lens angle
is just right with my selfie stick
fully extended and my arm relaxed; it took some experimentation to determine that.
Experiment lots and review your video to refine your
selfie stick technique. It won’t
take long to learn how valuable
that simple tool is for shooting
video with any small device,
whether it be with a Sony camera
like mine, GoPro, or even cell
phone.
Check out examples of Roys videos:
“Coronavirus Isolation Week- Maple
Tapping” - (2:39) https://youtu.be/
tOAEmMBlMTM; “The Search For My
Honey Hole In The Woods” (11:46) https://youtu.be/ZZeZkUZ-1-Y.
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Strength derived from time outdoors
Brandon Butler

The first time I went cabetter yet, thriving, builds confithe lessons pain provided. We
noeing was on Sugar Creek near
dence in our ability to conquer
didn’t have cell phones. Our par
Crawfordsville, Indiana with my
any obstacle. Sadly, fewer and
ents didn’t hover over us like a
dad and brother. My most vivid
fewer children are experiencing
helicopter, texting us all day to
memory of the experience is
the lessons of nature today.
see where we were and what we
when our canoe flipped in a
When I was a kid, we
were doing. And we didn’t
small rapid. Well, a riffle, but a
had so much freedom to roam.
achieve our gratification from
rapid to an eight-year-old. My
I’m talking in the late 1980s and
cyber attention on social media.
brother was five. When we went
early 1990s. Not that long ago.
We built real relationships
over, my dad scrambled for him,
It’s hard to believe
through authentic experiences
leaving me to
while growing up
figure it out
together.
for myself.
One of
I’m sure being
my life-long
older had a lot
best friends and
to do with it,
I recently caught
but I like to
up in Colorado
think even at a
and spent a day
young age,
fishing in the
dad knew I’d
Rocky Mountain
be fine. He
National Park.
was right. I
We had moved
survived.
out west togethNature
er nearly 20
provides endyears ago. I left.
less opportuniHe stayed. Now
ties to test
he also has two
yourself and to
daughters, same
teach you how
as me, but his
to overcome
are still little,
Get kids outdoors early and build a love of nature before devices enter their everyday existence.
challenging
eight and five.
- PHOTO BY: Derek Butler
situations. Every
He’s a gym
how much has changed between
landscape offers tests. From hikteacher. He deals with kids every
my youth and my children’s. In
ing a trail to paddling a river to
day, all day. He sees what we are
the summer, we would take off
catching a fish. There was a time
experiencing at home with our
on our bikes and stay gone all
when completing these tasks was
children magnified through
day. We’d ride a couple of miles
a matter of survival. Today,
hundreds of children. And he
to the store to buy candy and ice
they’re for the most part recreassures me the chal
cream. At 10, my buddies and I
ational activities.
lenges we face with connecting
would take my jon boat with a
While we may not need
our children to life outside is a
trolling motor and fish all around
to catch fish to live anymore,
societal challenge of a
a 200-acre lake.
some of us still need to catch fish
magnitude much, much greater
And you know what?
to feel alive. The same may go
than those faced
Nothing bad happened. Sure,
for those who climb a mountain
by any other generation of parsome bones were broken off bike
or bring home a basket of wild
ents.
ramps and deep cut were
mushrooms. Testing ourselves
Sure, there were changes
stitched, but we learned from
against nature and surviving, or
between my grandfather’s and
those mistakes and grew from
(Continued on next page…)
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Strength…

father’s generations, and there
were changes between my father’s and mine. But in no way
comparable to the changes between mine and my children’s.
My parents caught the
beginning of the technological
revolution. They occasionally
had to demand I turn off the Nintendo, but they also had to demand I stop fishing and come
home for dinner.
Our kids today, and
when I say our kids, I mean the
entire generation of youth in
America, don’t know life before
devices. They’ve held connectivity to the world in the palm of
their hands since someone first
let them watch Baby Einstein on
a tablet.

I don’t know what else to do
besides trying to integrate
the outdoors into their
technologically driven lives...
Take a drive through any
college campus. Be vigilant,
though, because the sidewalks
are filled by kids who often don’t
look up from their phones before
stepping into traffic. When you
see a herd of them slowly progressing down the sidewalk with
glazed over eyes glued to a
screen and ear pods muffling all
sounds of the world around
them, you can’t help but feel
much of what it was to be human
up until this point in time is fading fast.
If you’re waiting for the
positive turn in this narrative,
I’m sorry to disappoint you. I
just spent a week split between
two conferences with hundreds
HORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

of fellow outdoor industry professionals. Numerous sessions
were devoted to the decline of
youth engagement in the outdoors. Many of these people
don’t have kids at home. So, they
say things like, “just take away
your kid’s phone or limit their
time.” But it’s not that easy.
These kids’ lives are intertwined with their devices.
They are emailed homework assignments. Their friends are people they’ve never met. Everything has turned upside down.
We parents who grew up whittling stick bows and building
forts out of tree branches don’t
know how to combat the mindnumbing, all-consuming hours
spent staring at a screen. And if
both parents don’t feel the same
way, or especially if one parent is
themselves a social media addict
spending all night every night
scrolling through their phone,
then there is basically no hope of
influencing your children in another direction.
I’ve come to understand
it’s a war that can’t be won. But
small battles can provide little
victories. Maybe your kid won’t
leave the phone behind to go hiking, but you can encourage them
to download an app that identifies trees and plants. Have them
download an interactive map that
teaches orienteering. And look
for apps that encourage or reward outdoor activity.
I don’t know what else
to do besides trying to integrate
the outdoors into their technologically driven lives, because as
much as I dream about turning
their phones into skipping stones
and watching in glee as they sink
into the darkest depths of a deep
river hole, I have come to accept
there’s no going back.
See you down the
trail….

A summary of Ducks
Unlimited’s work throughout
the Midwest region are available
online for each state:
Illinois - 3,200 acres across 14
project sites. View report
Indiana - Six-year, 2,600-acre
project completed. View report
Iowa - 4,500-acre program kicking off. View report
Michigan - $2.3 million invested, 2,100 acres conserved.
View report
Minnesota - 28,900 acres protected, enhanced, restored.
View report
Missouri - 2,800 acres conserved, $1.5 million invested.
View report
New York - $1 million invested,
894 acres conserved. View report
Ohio - 21 projects, 2,480 acres
conserved. View report
Wisconsin - Nearly 12,000
acres conserved in 2019. View
report
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A Note to My Grandchildren’s Generation
Kenneth L. Kieser

primarily pollinated by the wind,
but fruits, nuts and
vegetables are pollinated by
bees. About 90 percent of the
world’s nutrition — is pollinated
by bees and our survival depends
on their survival.
✮ The definition of Conservation is “Wise Use,” but I
prefer to think common sense is
an important ingredient sometimes missing. The war has always paired Conservation efforts
against greed or political agendas. Maintaining our beautiful
outdoors requires effort and
money to fund on-going projects,
purchasing land for Conservation
and maintaining these properties.
✮ Some politicians and
others seem to constantly be trying to reroute Conservation
monies for their own agendas.
We constantly fight that exact
problem in Missouri and Kansas.
Other states are enduring this
same type of fight and likely future generations always will.
✮ Protecting your
wildlife is an important issue. A
sound Conservation system regu-

out by over harvesting. American
bison are likely the most documented species to almost become
The good, clean outdoor
extinct because of over-harvest,
experience enhanced my life. I
but waterfowl species once sufwant to leave you this cherished
fered the same fate.
legacy.
Market hunters from the
Many of us continued
1840’s through 1920 greatly rethe fight for Conservation
duced duck numbers on the eastthroughout the 1970’s and severern seaboard by using bowal decades into the next century
mounted cannons and other
until our time ran out. This fight
methods to kill large rafts of
was started over a century before
canvasback ducks and other
you were born by a Conservation
species. These ducks were
president named Roosevelt and
shipped by rail in barrels of ice
many other like-minded men and
to restaurants and city markets
women that persevered to keep
for delighted customers. Waterour outdoor heritage.
fowl numbers were greatly rePresident Roosevelt and
duced and eventually this trade
many that followed are my hewas thankfully halted. Waterfowl
roes and many of us were innumbers are still hurt by lack of
spired to save our section of this
habitat or other factors every few
huge world.
decades.
I have a voice as do you
Wildlife harvest numbers
and our opinions are essential to
reflected in daily limits or posthis world’s survival. So, here are
session limits are decided to stop
thoughts for you and your generspecies from over populating.
ation on continuing the legacy
Crappie or bluegill, for example,
fought by many magnificent
reproduce in large numbers and
Missouri outdoor communicasuddenly fish in small lakes or
tors:
ponds can no longer grow because each species is struggling
✮ We once used writings
to block a big developfor food.
ment in one of America’s
Over-harvesting is just
“Then you too will become my heroes
most important migratory
as deadly for fish. Human
bird refuge areas. A huge
while fighting the good fight, even long populations grow larger
conservation disaster was
and fish or wildlife numafter I am no longer around!”
avoided through our efbers can easily be reforts. I was proud to have
duced.
spearheaded this, so don’t
✮ An ancient problem
lates limits and seasons for fish
ever believe your opinion is not
associated with declining species
and game. These important laws
important.
numbers is poaching or taking
are a system to allow hunting or
fish and game over legal limits.
✮ Bees are fighting a
fishing while insuring enough of
This is a slap in the face to every
war to survive as I write this in
each species remains to reprohunter or angler that purchases
2019. Reports state that honey
duce
and
survive.
hunting or fishing licenses and
bees, wild and domestic, perform
We
learned
our
lessons
takes legal game or fish by legal
about 80 percent of all pollinain
the
1800’s
and
the
following
tion worldwide. A single bee
methods.
years on how large, healthy popcolony can pollinate millions of
✮ Hunting is often chalulations of wildlife can be wiped
flowers each day. Grains are

To my grandchildren
and their generation:
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lenged because of the killing factor. Certainly, there is more to a
hunt and for most killing is the
least part. Watching dogs work,
sharing time outdoors with family or friends and just enjoying a
beautiful sunset from a deer
stand is why hunters love their
sport.
Hunting is not for everyone! Animals should be killed for
food or other important reasons
set up by game laws. Call it
killing or harvesting, legal numbers of game taken are set by
wildlife biologists working for
groups like the Missouri Department of Conservation or other Conservation groups to avoid
overpopulating. This is important
because territorial animals like
deer tend to overpopulate and die
terrible deaths of disease or starvation.
*Finally, Mark Twain
once said, “Buy land, they’re not
making it anymore,” so it’s important that your generation does
a better job of policing the land
better than my generation. Littering is a sad reminder that the
human species includes slobs as
evidenced by lake shore littered
with plastic bottles and other
trash. The bottoms of lakes,
streams, rivers and oceans are
coveredwith trash are too covered with trash. Conservation
minded people clean up after
these low-life individuals, always at a great cost.
✮ Sewage occasionally
runs into waterways and this pollutes water, fish and other
wildlife in delicate eco systems.
Humans overpopulating mean
more construction and greater
opportunities for damaging
runoffs-an ongoing fight that can
never be ignored.
Your generation can
never fight this battle alone.
Support your local Conservation
HORIZONS - APRIL 2O2O

commissions and groups like the
Conservation Federation of Missouri, The Missouri Conservation and other sound groups that
continue to fight for our good,
clean outdoors.
So, my beautiful grandchildren and members of your
generation, understand that I
have only listed a few of many
Conservation issues. There are
other fights to be won; our earthand your grandchildren’s survival depends on continued success.

Maybe some of you will
become Conservationists that
dedicate your lives to a better
outdoor environment. Or maybe
you will only contribute to Conservation causes while you pursue other careers. Then you too
will become my heroes while
fighting the good fight, even
long after I am no longer around!
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A Crappie Day of Fishing in my “Happy Place”…(Better than a Crappy Day at Work)
Story and Photo by Anthony Larson

As many of us experienced during the AGLOW conference held in La Crosse this
past fall, the fishing opportunities in this region is limitless.
Just within a few minutes from
the American Inn, the Convention’s Epicenter, one can hit: one
of the famous Driftless trout
streams, or simply head to the
back waters of the Mississippi
and Black Rivers for dozens of
different species.
I often forget how fortunate I am to live here…but I digress.
Like many of our
AGLOW family members, I, too,
have a day job. I work in mental
health and clinical case management. As jobs go, most days
are good; some are, well… notso-good.
One day in particular really got
to me - the phone rang nonstop,
and I was in back to back meetings. Moments like that take my
head straight to the river - to a
“happy place” - where the fish
bite on every cast (or drop if
you’re ice fishing) and every fish
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is a keepers.
On my way home from
work, filled with angst and after
a day of doing what social workers do: solving the world’s problems, I found myself pulling over
alongside the river. It was a
place I knew well (heck, I’d been
thinking about it all day!). Nestled right in good ‘ole Pool 7,
this hole is well known for
species diversity and good company. My sonar, a pocket full of
jigs and waxies, a couple of rods,
and ice auger in tow, I settled
into my spot.
The thing I enjoy most
about ice fishing is that it gives
me a place to relax, dump my
work, burn some energy pulling
gear, drilling (or kicking) holes
open, and a single task focus.
Most of the time, when I ice fish,
I even forget what it was I had
come to forget.
Incidentally, a 2008
study by the Benson-Henry Institute found that “more than half
of the study participants who
practiced the relaxation response
experienced a drop in blood
pressure values after eight
weeks, and 50 percent of those
who practiced the technique
were able to have their dosages
of blood pressure medication
lowered. With its meditative-like
repetitive motion, Benson says
fly-fishing is a “beautiful way”
of evoking the relaxation response.” Anglers already knew
that - and I know it applies to ice
fishing as well!
Once I got my holes
punched and settled in, it didn’t
take long to find fish. My Dragonfly 7 fish finder had marks
showing fish suspended between
7’ and 12’ (just above the bottom

at 13 Feet of water). Usually
high marks like these means two
things: crappie, and crappie that
are on the hunt.
I dropped what I call a
Spiderman jig (I’m not sure who
makes it, I found it laying on the
ice - and it works!) with a waxie
to just above the highest mark.
Like magic, the fish hit! - a perfect pan sized crappie. “I’ll hold
onto you for dinner”, I thought.
And just like clockwork two
more followed, one right after
another - again both pan-sized
crappies. In a span of about 30
minutes, I managed to ice five
dinner-sized keepers from my
favorite pool.
Many of my friends and
co-workers follow me on social
media, and of course, I post my
adventures and fishing stories
and follies for them to read and
laugh about.
Many of them
don’t understand the outdoors
like we outdoor communicators
do - but many of them know me
well enough that when I get that
glazed look over my eyes, they
sense enough to know I’m going
to my “happy place”. Some
chuckle at me and say I have a
“crappie attitude”.
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SAFETY CHAINS SAFE ENOUGH?
Mike Schoonveld

Almost all boat trailers
come with safety chains. Almost
all tow vehicles come with special loops in their trailer hitch
assembly to hook the chains once
the trailer’s coupler is attached to
the ball hitch. Almost no trailers
ever pop loose from the vehicle
on which they are being towed
so the safety chains are about as
necessary as wearing a helmet
while playing cribbage.
It’s highly unlikely for
anyone to get struck by lightning, but it happens often enough
for people to be warned frequently about lightning’s danger and
how to avoid being struck. So
why aren’t there any warnings or
directions about the proper use of
safety chains? Is there a right or
wrong way? Does something so
simple need to have directions?
Of course not. Hook the
darned things up anyway you
wish. Hook ‘em long, hook ‘em
with the hooks facing forward or
backward. Hook them back on
themselves. Run your rig with
the chains crossed or uncrossed.
Take one of the chains off and
just
use one. It won’t make a whit of
difference 99.999 percent of the
time since your trailer is unlikely
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to de-couple while you are hauling down the highway.
But what if you are the .
001 percent guy who should
wear a football helmet to a card
game? What if your boat trailer
does go loosey-goosey on the
way to the lake? Are you about .
001 seconds away from realizing
properly adjusting and attaching
your safely chains is something
you shouldn’t have taken for
granted? Eeeek!
Luckily, it’s not rocket
science, it’s common sense, more
than anything and there are only
three or four major considerations.
First: Is the chain strong
enough? The answer is probably
yes, so don’t much worry about
it. If it looks like a good strong
chain it will likely do the job. If
you are ever in a situation where
there’s enough pull on the chain
to break it, you are either pulling
the Queen Mary or there’s some
other driving issue going on with
your truck and trailer and
whether they are still chained
together is probably the least of
your worries.
Second: Should you
hook the right chain to the right
side chain loop or cross them,
attaching the right chain to the
left side of the trailer hitch and
left chain on the right side? Either way will keep the Queen
Mary behind your vehicle if the
coupler breaks off. However, if
you cross the chains, there’s a
chance it will form a sort of
“catch basket” cradling your
trailer’s tongue keeping it a few
inches from the pavement. That
would give you maybe seven
percent better control of what is
happening just behind your back
bumper - but seven percent is
better than zero percent.
Third: Crossing your
safety chains to make them a
trailer tongue catcher only works

if the chains are the correct
length. If they are too long you’ll
be blowing sparks when dragging the trailer tongue down the
highway whether the chains are
crossed or not.
On the other hand, if the
chains are too short, plan on
bending or breaking something
when you turn too short going
either forward or backward.
Have you ever checked the
length of your chains? The trailer
manufacturer didn’t know where
on your tow vehicle the chain
was going to be attached so they
just bolted on an average length.
Obviously, if the chains
are dragging on the pavement
when you are trailering, they are
too long. If you bend or break
something when turning they are
too short. They can be lengthened or shortened a variety of
ways if needed but you won’t
know which to do unless you
experiment.
Fourth: Most safety
chains come with an open hook
to simply hang them on the chain
connector loop on the vehicle.
They stay in place by a combination of magic and gravity. For
people who don’t trust gravity or
magic, hooks with a spring clip
can be substituted which stay in
place with a springy thingy. I
believe as much in gravity and
magic as a springy-things.
(Continued on next page…)
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Safe Enough?…
Decades ago, the first time I
watched my dad hook up our
boat trailer, he hooked the safety
chain hook to the vehicle from
underneath, the opening of the
hook facing to the rear. “If you
hook it the other way, it will fall
off,” he explained. So for the
next 20 years or so, I backwardshooked my trailers.
Then I saw a guy hook
his safety hook with the opening
forward. “Don’t they occasionally fall off hooked like that?” I
asked.
“Never,” he said.
“Hmmm, must be
magic,” I thought.
So for the next year I
hooked one side frontwards, one
backwards and in the end, gravity and magic worked identically.
Neither side ever came unhooked
and I put about 10,000 miles
each year on my trailer and hit
about 10,000 potholes, it seems.
Now I hook them frontwards, just because it’s easier
and like most people, I just like
to do things a bit differently than
my parents.

MNDNR open water regulations
protect Mille Lacs walleye, trophy northerns and bass - Walleye angling on Mille Lacs Lake
will be catch-and-release only
for this year’s open water season,
with the exception of the month
of July, when walleye fishing
will be closed.
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Craft Improvement
It’s Time To

zoom!

Dave Barus, CI Chairman

The latest buzz around the “let’s talk soon” hub is a
software package called Zoom. Especially useful for families or
friends separated by where they live during our current Pandemic period in history.
Zoom offers a free connection for sharing quality
visual and audio conversation. If you are writing a book or conducting
story interviews or holding a webinar-style gathering of folks near and
far, Zoom brings video, audio, and wireless screen-sharing to us for
free, using either a cellphone or laptop or desktop, and across Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, Apple and Android and other operating systems.
The Zoom folks offer users four different plans, but
their “free-of-charge” basic plan features the capability to host video
conferences with sound input for up to 100participants simultaneously.
The meeting duration limit for the basic plan (free) is 40 minutes, but
they also offer “pay-for” plans that allow conferencing for up to 24
hours.
To download and install the Zoom Application: Go to
https://zoom.us/download and from the Download center, click on the
Download button under “Zoom Client For Meetings”. The application
will automatically download when you start your first Zoom Meeting.
Zoom users can choose to record sessions and share or annotate on one
another's screens as well.
To learn about the basic features of the Zoom client on Windows and Mac, visit this link: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/
201362033-Getting-Started-on-Windows-and-Mac.

Additionally, anglers will not be
allowed to use live bait for any
species in July, except sucker
minnows greater than 8 inches in
length for targeting northern pike
and muskellunge.
The restrictive walleye
rule for the open water season is
due in part to a record ice fishing
season on Mille Lacs this winter.
Poor ice conditions on other

lakes focused attention on Mille
Lacs, resulting in the highest
fishing pressure there in 30
years: almost 30,000 pounds of
harvest. This leaves only 57,800
pounds available for the state’s
open water season under the safe
harvest level established for
2020 by the state and the eight
Chippewa bands that have treaty
fishing rights. (Continued…..)
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Walleye are particularly
vulnerable in July because, as
water temperature increases, so
too does “hooking mortality”—
the tendency for fish to die after
being caught and released. By
implementing fishing restrictions
when walleye are most vulnerable, and reducing angler take,
anglers could potentially gain
two months or more of latesummer and fall fishing.
Walleye season opens on
Saturday, May 9, and continues
through Monday, Nov. 30.
For more information on
this and other regulations, including: ongoing DNR management and research, and Mille
Lacs-area recreation opportunities: DNR website.
Contact: Brad Parsons

More than 50 invasive carp
captured on Mississippi River -

The Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources reported the
capture of 51 invasive carp on
the Mississippi River. The invasive carp were caught by two
commercial fishing operators
near La Crosse and Trempealeau,
Wisconsin, during routine spring
netting during the first weekend
in March.
The DNR identified 39
silver carp and 11 grass carp
caught in Pool 8 of the Mississippi, just south of La Crosse,
and one silver carp caught in
Pool 6, about 20 miles farther
upstream. All invasive carp recovered have been given to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
determine their age, size and
gender. DNR invasive carp field
lead Ben Larson, said “This is
the largest congregation of inva-
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sive carp we’ve seen this far upstream."
Invasive carp have been
progressing upstream since escaping into the Mississippi River
in Arkansas in the 1970s. No
breeding populations have been
detected in Minnesota waters to
date. Individual invasive carp
have been caught as far upstream
as Pool 2 of the Mississippi, near
the Twin Cities (bighead, grass,
and silver), the King Power Plant
on the St. Croix River by Oak
Park Heights (bighead), and just
downstream of Granite Falls in
the Minnesota River (bighead).
Previous captures of
invasive carp in Minnesota have
been individuals or small numbers of fish. This capture indicates an increase in the abundance of invasive carp in
the Pool 8 portion of the river
between Minnesota and Wisconsin, and is very likely related to
the prolonged high water conditions on the Mississippi River
during the summer of 2019.
During high water, gates
at the locks and dams on the river are kept open to pass flood
waters. These “open river” conditions allow easier upstream
movement of fish from downstream portions of the river,
where invasive carp densities are
higher.
Contact: Heidi Wolf,
DNR invasive species unit supervisor, or Nick Frohnauer,
DNR invasive fish coordinator.

Open Fires Banned on Oahe
WMA - The North Dakota Game
and Fish Department is prohibiting open burning this spring on
public property it manages south
of Bismarck and Mandan, as a
means to reduce potential for
wildfires on a heavily wooded
recreation area along the Missouri River.

Bill Haase, wildlife resource management supervisor,
said all open burning, including
campfires, is banned until further
notice on the Oahe Wildlife
Management Area along both
sides of the Missouri River.
While the use of portable grills is
allowed, extreme caution is advised due to the heavily vegetated area.

MN DNR Aerial survey shows
moose population is stable -

For the ninth year in a row, Minnesota’s moose population remains relatively stable, but reproductive success – one of the
factors that has the greatest impact on moose survival over time
– remains low.
The DNR estimated the
moose population to be 3,150
animals (between a range of
2,400 and 4,320). Variances in
this type of annual population
estimate do not suggest a decline
from last year’s estimate of
4,180 moose.
While the recent population stability is good news, DNR
researchers point out that Minnesota moose remain at risk over
the long term. The moose population has declined from an estimated 8,840 animals in
2006.Low reproductive success
and continued deaths from
brainworm and other diseases
make it difficult for Minnesota’s
moose population to recover.
The survey is available
at: moose management page.
Contact: Glenn D. DelGiudice,
moose project leader.

Department of Interior
Proposes Expansion of Hunting, Fishing Opportunities Interior Secretary David
L. Bernhardt recently announced
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a proposal to open or expand
hunting and fishing opportunities
on 97 National Wildlife Refuges
(NWR) across the country and 9
National Fish Hatcheries. This
will include 8 NWR’s that will
be opened to hunting or fishing
for the first time.
The increased access and
opportunities for sportsmen
spans 2.3 million acres and
brings the number of refuges
where the public may hunt up to
399 and up to 331 where fishing
is permitted. This proposed expansion will create 900 distinct
new hunting opportunities across
the United States.
A full list of Refuge
openings, expansions and
changes can be found here. The
Department is taking public
comments until June 9, 2020.
The Service will seek comments
from the public on the proposed
rule for 60 days, beginning on
April 9, 2020.
Please
click this link to be directed to
the public comment page: regulation.gov Docket Number:
FWS-HQ-NWRS-2020-0013,
and will include details on how
to submit comments
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